Music is Vital for Personal Enrichment

One of the things a lot of us enjoy is listening to music. As a musician and songwriter, a great
deal of my time is spent listening to or creating music. Sitting at my synthesizer and
spontaneously playing a tune is also one way I relax and unwind after a hard day. Tickling the
ivory is great when you want to relax your mind, and physically energize your body.

Somewhat like physical exercise, playing a musical instrument releases pent-up anger and
utilizes the extra adrenaline the human body produces when under stress.

Music is also therapeutic and vital to human beings and allows us to escape from the stresses
and demands of our hectic and fast-paced lifestyle. Forgetting the worries we carry around with
us, music allows us to take a journey to a faraway place, without ever leaving our chair:
somewhere pleasant, exciting, and at the same time, stress-free.

Recording our favorite music on CD's, iPods, or creating play lists for our computers, we can
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simply develop our own compilation of music-to-go and play them in cars, in the gym and while
at work. With the latest popular technological invention, the iPod, the prospect of musical
fulfillment is endless. The iPod can store a multitude of tunes and enables the listener to have
virtually uninterrupted songs to enjoy whenever and wherever we choose.

With all the current technological advances at our disposal, musical expression has come a long
way, taking recording music and sound to the next level.

Music has been an inevitable part of our day to day life. Be it the chirping of birds, babbling of
babies or the rhythm of nature you will find music everywhere. When you listen and hear sweet
music tunes you are left behind with the weaving magic of one of its kind.

It is around 50,000 years back that music has evolved and now it seems to be an integral part of
our body and soul. Music plays a great role in our lives:
- It has been found in a research that children listening to music are more likely to become
engineers, doctors and computer professionals because of the fact that music learning develops
certain important areas of the brain responsible for reasoning and language. Therefore, it is also
known for sharpening memory of an individual.
- A child who has taken birth from the womb of a mother who had listened music is much
intelligent than others.
- Music is used widely in many therapeutic purposes so as to heal mental problems and
other learning disabilities in a person. It also heals diseases such as hypertension, brain trauma
and provides relaxation during stress.
- It teaches a person how to coordinate, self express himself, work in a team, and follow
discipline.
- Even plants are known to thrive towards music as they too respond to sound in the same
way as a human does.
- Music brings a devotee closer to his god and this is the reason why religious hymns lifts
up heaviness of the mind and frees the soul.
- It is also used for meditative properties used for training, healing, exercising and releasing
tensions.
- People perform better when music is played because it erases the mental tension and
introduces lightness in the body.
- Music and songs have always captured feelings, passions, agony, and distress more
efficiently during love and romance.
- It is also used by scientists to map behavior and functions of the human mind.
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Classical music is known to soothe and open the channels of the mind whereas rock music sets
your pulses to racing and chants can send you to trace. The future of music business has also
taken manifolds in the recent times due to these advantages.

Whether you perform music or are an avid listening, most humans will agree: Life would not be
as colorful without some form of music to enrich our lives.
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